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Abstract

Explosive extrusion of cold material from the interior of icy bodies, or cryovolcanism, has been observed on Enceladus and,
perhaps, Europa, Triton, and Ceres. It may explain the observed evidence for a young surface on Charon (Pluto’s surface is masked
by frosts). Here, we evaluate prerequisites for cryovolcanism on dwarf planet-class Kuiper belt objects (KBOs). We first review the
likely spatial and temporal extent of subsurface liquid, proposed mechanisms to overcome the negative buoyancy of liquid water
in ice, and the volatile inventory of KBOs. We then present a new geochemical equilibrium model for volatile exsolution and its
ability to drive upward crack propagation. This novel approach bridges geophysics and geochemistry, and extends geochemical
modeling to the seldom-explored realm of liquid water at subzero temperatures. We show that carbon monoxide (CO) is a key
volatile for gas-driven fluid ascent; whereas CO2 and sulfur gases only play a minor role. N2, CH4, and H2 exsolution may also
drive explosive cryovolcanism if hydrothermal activity produces these species in large amounts (a few percent with respect to
water). Another important control on crack propagation is the internal structure: a hydrated core makes explosive cryovolcanism
easier, but an undifferentiated crust does not. We briefly discuss other controls on ascent such as fluid freezing on crack walls, and
outline theoretical advances necessary to better understand cryovolcanic processes. Finally, we make testable predictions for the
2015 New Horizons flyby of the Pluto-Charon system.
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1. Introduction

Cryovolcanism is “the eruption of liquid or vapor phases
(with or without entrained solids) of water or other volatiles
that would be frozen solid at the normal temperature of the
icy satellites surface” (Geissler, 2000). It is a clear marker
of extant geological activity, and planetary bodies that show
evidence for or suggestive of cryovolcanism, such as Eu-
ropa, Titan, Enceladus, and Triton are the foci of many plan-
etary science and astrobiology investigations. Cryovolcanism
could occur by either effusive or explosive processes (e.g. Fa-
gents, 2003). Evidence for past or recent effusive activity
has remained inconclusive, because of the difficulty to dis-
tinguish cryovolcanic from diapiric surface morphologies (Fa-
gents, 2003; Lopes et al., 2007). Gas-driven activity, on the
other hand, has been unmistakably identified in the form of
plumes on Triton, Enceladus, and perhaps Europa and Ceres
(Kirk et al., 1995; Porco et al., 2006; Roth et al., 2014; Küppers
et al., 2014). The upcoming flyby of the Pluto-Charon system
by the New Horizons spacecraft brings a new opportunity to
look for plumes on Pluto and Charon that would imply exten-
sive geophysical and geochemical activity on these icy dwarf
planets. The scope of this paper is to evaluate the likelihood
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of extant cryovolcanism on dwarf planet-class Kuiper belt ob-
jects (KBOs) from our current knowledge of explosive cryovol-
canic processes, the volatile inventory in the Kuiper belt, and
the thermal evolution of KBOs. To this end, we use a novel ap-
proach that couples geophysics and geochemistry, and extends
predictive geochemical modeling to the domain of liquid wa-
ter at subzero temperatures. We begin in this introduction by
briefly reviewing evidence for explosive cryovolcanism in the
outer solar system. In the following section, we review previous
theoretical results on gas-driven cryovolcanism, as well as cur-
rent knowledge of the volatile inventory of KBOs. Building on
these results, we then present a new geochemical model for gas
exsolution to drive the propagation of fluid-filled cracks to the
surface. Next, we discuss other controls on fluid ascent, such
as the presence of a primordial ice-rock crust or fluid freezing
in the cracks. We conclude by making predictions on the possi-
bility of cryovolcanism on Pluto, Charon, and KBOs of similar
size.

1.1. Explosive volcanism and outgassing

Outgassing of volatiles by a planetary body may occur by
sublimation of ices close to the surface, as this surface is heated
by a source external to the body, such as the Sun or an impact.
Alternatively, the volatiles may originate much deeper inside
the body, and the cause of their outgassing be rooted in endo-
genic heating processes. Here, we call the former phenomenon
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“sublimation” and the latter “explosive cryovolcanism”, and we
use “outgassing” as a generic term. These processes can all re-
sult in observable plumes, and only more detailed analyses (e.g.
of their chemical composition or thermal emission) can conclu-
sively determine the cause of outgassing.

For KBOs, the semantics are complicated because two com-
munities have investigated their origins, evolution, and present
state. The “large icy satellites” community sees KBOs as
mini-worlds with possible geophysical evolution over geologi-
cal timescales; their viewpoint applies to bodies large enough to
be differentiated, with little porosity, and which may have sus-
tained subsurface liquid water. Such bodies may have enough
endogenic energy to drive explosive cryovolcanism as under-
stood in the viewpoint of icy satellites (Crawford and Steven-
son, 1988; Fagents, 2003; Hansen et al., 2006), although sub-
limation may also occur. On the other hand, the “small prim-
itive bodies” community sees the Kuiper belt as a reservoir of
comet nuclei that have undergone little or no evolution since
their formation; their viewpoint applies to smaller (<100 km),
undifferentiated bodies, with significant porosity, and no liquid.
For these bodies, as for comets, surface manifestations of out-
gassing are necessarily due to sublimation, except perhaps early
in their history (De Sanctis et al., 2001; Choi et al., 2002). Here,
we focus on KBOs for which the “large icy satellite” viewpoint
applies. These may be referred to as dwarf planet-class KBOs;
we call them KBOs for short in the rest of this paper.

1.2. Evidence for cryovolcanism in the outer solar system
Extant outgassing has been so far conclusively observed in

the form of N2 gas plumes on Triton, assumed to be a KBO
captured by Neptune (Smith et al., 1989; Soderblom et al.,
1990; Kirk et al., 1995) and H2O plumes on Enceladus (Hansen
et al., 2006; Porco et al., 2006; Matson et al., 2007; Postberg
et al., 2009; Waite Jr et al., 2009). An observation of plumes
on Europa has also been recently reported (Roth et al., 2014),
as well as water emission from Ceres localized in space and
time (Küppers et al., 2014). For Triton, although both exo-
genic and endogenic sources have been suggested to drive the
N2 eruptions, the N2 may originate in a layer close to the sur-
face (Brown et al., 1990; Ingersoll and Tryka, 1990), but may
nonetheless reveal a regime of convection in Triton’s icy man-
tle (Duxbury and Brown, 1997). Triton also experienced an
early phase of heating by tidal dissipation during its capture
by Neptune (Shock and McKinnon, 1993). On Enceladus, the
cryovolcanic interpretation is favored because the plume ejects
species such as NaCl and silica; this suggests that the source
of the plume contains material leached from Enceladus’ rocky
core (Postberg et al., 2009, Hsu et al., in preparation, Sekine
et al., in preparation). Moreover, the plume activity is syn-
chronized to Enceladus’ orbit, with a surge when Enceladus
is farthest from Saturn such that South Pole fractures experi-
ence tensile tidal stresses (Hedman et al., 2013). Cassini ob-
servations of Titan suggest that it too is undergoing cryovolcan-
ism, although this remains uncertain (Sotin et al., 2005; Nel-
son et al., 2009); cryovolcanism could explain the presence
of argon-40 and methane in Titan’s atmosphere (Tobie et al.,
2006). Recently, ground-based observations of an aurora near

the south pole of Europa have strongly suggested that it too is
experiencing explosive cryovolcanism (Roth et al., 2014). As
for Enceladus, plume activity occurs when Europa is farthest
from Jupiter, and seems to depend on tidal stresses (Roth et al.,
2014). The radii (250 to 2575 km) and densities of these moons
(1.6 to 3.0 g cm−3) bracket those of the Kuiper Belt Objects
(KBOs) Pluto and Charon [1150 and 600 km; 2.0 and 1.6 g
cm3; Buie et al. (2006)]. This suggests bulk compositions, in-
ternal structures, and thermal histories similar to those of the
icy satellites, with the notable exception that Pluto and Charon
may have experienced little or no tidal heating.

Several observations of KBO surfaces are suggestive of re-
cent cryovolcanic eruptions, whether effusive or explosive.
First, short-lived ammonia hydrates have been detected on the
surfaces of Charon and, likely, Orcus (Brown and Calvin, 2000;
Cook et al., 2007; Merlin et al., 2010; Delsanti et al., 2010).
These compounds should be destroyed by solar ultraviolet ra-
diation and galactic cosmic rays on timescales shorter than 1
to 50 Myr (Jewitt and Luu, 2004; Cook et al., 2007), and no
mechanism other than recent localized resurfacing by cryovol-
canism has conclusively explained their presence on Charon’s
surface (Jewitt and Luu, 2004; Cook et al., 2007; McKinnon
et al., 2008; Desch et al., 2009; Brown, 2012). The presence
of abundant crystalline ice has also been suggested as evidence
for resurfacing, because it too should be amorphized on short
timescales; however, its presence on KBOs much too small to
be geologically active (Brown, 2012) suggests that another pro-
cess must be at play, such as annealing of amorphous ice by
dust impacts (Porter et al., 2010). More generally, cryovol-
canism has been invoked to explain the observation of volatile
ices other than water (mainly N2, CH4, CH3OH, and NH3) on
KBO surfaces [see recent reviews by McKinnon et al. (2008)
and Brown (2012)].

Evidence and mechanisms for effusive volcanism have pre-
viously been investigated. For example, Fagents (2003) re-
viewed a dozen studies that proposed past effusive cryovol-
canism to explain morphologies on satellites of Jupiter (Eu-
ropa and Ganymede), Saturn (Enceladus, Dione, Tethys, and
Iapetus), and Uranus (Miranda and Ariel). These morpholo-
gies include “smooth and/or sparsely cratered surfaces, infilled
craters and graben, domes, lobate features, ridges, caldera-
like features, and low-albedo surfaces” (Fagents, 2003). Re-
cently, similar morphologies have been studied on Titan using
Cassini radar and infrared imagery (Lopes et al., 2007; Wall
et al., 2009; Le Corre et al., 2009; Soderblom et al., 2009). To
assess the possible cryovolcanic origin of these observed mor-
phologies, laboratory experiments and modeling studies have
investigated the rheological properties of cryolavas of water-
volatile compositions (Schenk, 1991; Kargel et al., 1991; Zhong
et al., 2009). Similar effusive morphologies may certainly also
occur on KBOs and may well be observed by New Horizons
at Pluto and Charon. However, as for the icy satellites, it is
unlikely that a clear distinction between a cryovolcanic versus
diapiric origin of such features will be made. Therefore, for the
remainder of this paper, we focus exclusively on predicting the
likelihood of explosive cryovolcanism on KBOs, which results
in outgassing plumes that should be unambiguously detected by
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New Horizons if presently occurring on Pluto or Charon.

2. Ingredients for explosive cryovolcanism

2.1. Liquid persistence

Extant explosive cryovolcanism requires the persistence of
fluid to the present day, either as a subsurface ocean layer,
as a localized pocket of liquid in the icy mantle (Fagents,
2003; Schmidt et al., 2011), or as volatile molecules trapped
in clathrate hydrates which may outgas upon heating. Liquid
persistence depends strongly on body size and melting point
depression by antifreezes (McKinnon et al., 2008; Desch et al.,
2009).

Larger bodies have a lower surface area:volume ratio, which
scales as the inverse of the radius of the body. Because ra-
diogenic heat production scales with volume and heat transport
fluxes scale with surface area, larger bodies evacuate heat less
effectively. Therefore, their internal temperatures are higher
and they are better able to maintain liquid.

Antifreezes are dissolved volatile or salt impurities that pre-
vent water molecules from getting organized in a solid phase.
Volatile antifreezes of relevance to icy bodies are ammonia NH3
and methanol CH3OH, two abundant compounds in comets
(Mumma and Charnley, 2011, and references therein) that were
likely accreted by Kuiper belt objects. The eutectic point
of a water-ammonia mixture at 1 bar is depressed to about
176 K (Croft et al., 1988) and that of a water-methanol mix-
ture is about 157 K (Miller and Carpenter, 1964). Relevant
salt antifreezes are chlorides, carbonates, and especially sul-
fates (Kargel, 1991). These salts are components of chondrites
(Kargel, 1991), the primitive rocky material likely accreted by
KBOs, but they could also be leached from interactions be-
tween rock and liquid water.

The persistence of a liquid water layer for several Gyr, pos-
sibly to the present day, is a common outcome of geophysi-
cal evolution models of Pluto (Robuchon and Nimmo, 2011),
Charon (Desch et al., 2009), and KBOs of similar dwarf-planet
size. Pluto-sized bodies are more likely to retain liquid (even
pure water at 273 K) in the absence of heat transfer by solid-
state convection in the overlying ice shell, which transports
heat outward more effectively than conduction (Robuchon and
Nimmo, 2011). Smaller, Charon-sized bodies retain a liq-
uid layer only if water contains dissolved antifreezes, or if an
insulating undifferentiated crust mitigates heat loss over geo-
logic time (Desch et al., 2009). Undifferentiated ice-rock crusts
are insulating because the thermal conductivity of hydrated or
chondritic rock, 0.5 to 2.5 W m−1 K−1 (Yomogida and Matsui,
1983; Clauser and Huenges, 1995; Opeil et al., 2010) is much
lower than that of crystalline ice, 5.67 (100 K / T ) W m−1 K−1

(Klinger, 1980). Such crusts are unstable gravitationally, but
should not overturn over the age of the solar system due to the
frigid temperatures and resulting high viscosity of ice near the
surface of KBOs (Rubin et al., in review).

Therefore, the existence of subsurface liquid in KBOs for
most of the age of the solar system, and possibly until the
present day, is well motivated. If (a) heat transfer through

ice shells is conductive rather than convective, (b) antifreezes
are concentrated in water, and (c) Charon-sized KBOs retained
crusts, the total amount of liquid water retained collectively by
KBOs today may equal that of Earth’s oceans (Desch et al.,
2009).

2.2. Bringing cryolavas to the surface
2.2.1. Pressurization and crack opening

Cryovolcanism requires liquid to be lifted to the surface by
overpressurization. This can be accomplished by freezing a
small volume of water, raising the pressure in the remaining
liquid. Freezing occurs because Pluto and Charon-sized KBOs
cool after about 2 Gyr, when energy becomes transported to the
surface and radiated to space faster than it is generated by long-
lived radionuclides in the core (Desch et al., 2009; Robuchon
and Nimmo, 2011). The overpressure ∆P generated by freez-
ing a volume of liquid water is given by (Fagents, 2003):

∆P =
f

βw(1 − f )

(
ρw

ρi
− 1

)
(1)

where βw = −(1/V)(∂V/∂P)T is the isothermal compressibility
of water and f the fraction of water that freezes. This phe-
nomenon causes the ice spikes one can sometimes see in ice
cube trays in kitchen freezers. A large fluid-ice density contrast
yields a higher overpressure, which is highest for pure liquid
water freezing as pure ice, but becomes negligible for a eutec-
tic mixture of H2O-NH3 freezing to ammonia dihydrate ice of
similar density (Desch et al., 2009).

Equation (1) assumes a fixed volume of water. In reality,
water exerts pressure on the walls of its container. In a global
sense, water can raise the height of the ice shell. In a local
sense, ice on the pocket walls can be compressed. Ice Ih at
low pressure has a compressibility βi = 1.3 × 10−10 Pa−1, not
too different from that of liquid water (βw = 5 × 10−10 Pa−1).
Therefore, ice will also move or be compressed to some extent
to accommodate the volume change due to freezing, and the
overpressure in liquid water will not be quite as high as given
by equation (1).

Regardless of this caveat, pressurization due to freezing is
potent. Freezing just 1% of the ice overpressurizes a water
pocket by ∆P = 2.0×106 Pa. At the top of a liquid water pocket,
the overpressure (above the pressure of surrounding ice) is:

dP = ∆P − (ρw − ρi)g(h − z) (2)

where g is the gravitational acceleration (assumed constant), z
the depth of the top of the pocket, and h the depth of the base of
the pocket. Even for at the surface (z = 0), the overpressure is
dP = ∆P− (ρw −ρi)gh = 2.0× 106 Pa −1.2× 106 Pa = 0.8× 106

Pa. This aids in the opening of cracks.

2.2.2. Crack propagation
Once a crack is open, can it keep propagating? Crawford

and Stevenson (1988) investigated analytically a possible prop-
agation mechanism using linear elastic fracture mechanics the-
ory. If the normal stress intensity KI in Pa m1/2 exceeds a crit-
ical value KIc, the fracture toughness of the material, the crack
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propagates. In water ice, KIc = 0.10 to 0.12 MPa m1/2 (Liu and
Miller, 1979; Andrews, 1985; Bentley et al., 1989). KI is given
by:

KI =
√
π l [∆P − 2 g (ρw − ρi) l/π] (3)

where the stress intensity decreases with crack length l due
to the positive liquid-ice density contrast (ρw − ρi) for water.
Cracks propagate upward through the ice shell if either external
stresses T overcome both the negative buoyancy and the frac-
ture toughness of the ice: T > 2g(ρw−ρi)l/π+KIc/

√
πl, or if the

cryovolcanic fluid is sufficiently less dense than ice (ρw < ρi)
that KI > KIc.

External stress can originate from tides, as on Europa or
Enceladus. Overpressures from freezing also generate stress.
From our analysis above, T = dP of order 106 Pa (for f =1%),
is sufficient to drive a crack with length l > 60 km. Therefore,
pressurization alone can initiate kilometer-sized cracks during
freezing of either the entire ocean (Manga and Wang, 2007) or,
more easily, water pockets in the ice (Fagents, 2003).

Propagation can occur by positive buoyancy if cracks ascend
through a shell denser than pure liquid water. Such a shell can
be a clathrate-containing or CO2 (“dry ice”) icy mantle (Lunine
and Stevenson, 1985; Crawford and Stevenson, 1988), or even
an undifferentiated ice-rock crust (Desch et al., 2009). Posi-
tive buoyancy can also occur if the fluid is not pure water, but
rather an aqueous solution of volatile species that can decrease
fluid density by exsolving during ascent, due to the decreas-
ing confining pressure (Crawford and Stevenson, 1988; Matson
et al., 2012). Whether volatile exsolution occurs depends on the
volatile composition of cryolavas and on the solubility of these
volatiles in water at the temperatures and pressures relevant to
KBOs. We focus on these aspects in the following sections.

2.3. Volatile inventory of KBOs

Volatiles are better retained by large bodies (higher gravi-
ties) that are distant from the Sun (cold). Dynamical models
predict that KBOs formed between 15 and 30 AU away from
the Sun (Levison et al., 2008; McKinnon et al., 2008); a sim-
ple energy balance calculation reveals that this corresponds to
temperatures between 45 and 65 K. Direct comparison between
these temperatures and equilibrium condensation temperatures
in the solar nebula (Lodders, 2003) to determine which volatiles
were accreted is tricky, because the condensation chemistry was
likely governed by kinetic processes. In Table 1, the condensa-
tion temperatures are provided only for the species that should
have condensed under equilibrium. Condensation of the other
species in Table 1 was likely kinetically allowed, because they
are observed today in comets that should have undergone little
endogenic processing, as well as in extrasolar disks. McKin-
non et al. (2008) cautioned that any direct extrapolation from
present-day comets to volatiles accreted by KBOs overlooks
evolutionary effects on cometary volatile-to-water ratios (e.g.,
Shock and McKinnon, 1993). Interstellar cloud abundances
and direct observation of inner extrasolar disk compositions are
also biased, because the bulk compositions of extrasolar sys-
tems may be widely different from that of the solar system

(Young et al., 2014). However, Table 1 reports abundances of
CO, H2O, HCN, and C2H6 from a variety of observations of
comets (Mumma and Charnley, 2011) that are of same order of
magnitude as those observed in extrasolar disks (Maret et al.,
2006; Carr and Najita, 2008), although the CO2 abundances dif-
fer significantly. The general consistency between these values
provides guidance to estimate primordial volatile abundances
in the solar system. Species too volatile to condense at 45 to
65 K, such as primordial Ar, were presumably initially trapped
in amorphous ice or as clathrate hydrates. Spectroscopic ob-
servations have not revealed any compositional gradient across
the inner regions of the Kuiper belt today up to 50 AU (McK-
innon et al., 2008), which suggests that significant shuffling of
the KBO orbits occurred. Extensive orbital migration is also
suggested by dynamical models (Levison et al., 2008).

Early heating on cold bodies may have sublimated the
most volatile species, which would have recondensed closer
to the surface at colder regions, resulting in a redistribution of
volatiles with depth and stratification (Choi et al., 2002; McK-
innon, 2002; Prialnik et al., 2008). Past outgassing would have
partially depleted the smaller KBOs in volatiles (Choi et al.,
2002). However, most volatiles should have been retained
in dwarf planets such as Pluto and Charon (McKinnon et al.,
2008): H2 may have been lost (but later produced in water-rock
reactions), but N2 and CH4 are seen today in the atmospheres of
Pluto and Triton (Buratti et al., 1999; Sicardy et al., 2003), and
comets of much smaller size than KBOs have retained CO today
in large quantities (Mumma and Charnley, 2011). Subsequent
softening or melting of ice due to heating by short- and long-
lived radionuclides, tidal interactions, differentiation, crystal-
lization of amorphous ice, or exothermic water-rock reactions
would have further processed this volatile inventory, potentially
concentrating volatile impurities into the aqueous melt (McK-
innon et al., 2008). Thus, the icy mantle may be purer water
than the liquid layer, whose dissolved volatiles and salts would
act as antifreezes to preserve liquid on geological time scales
(Desch et al., 2009; Robuchon and Nimmo, 2011). If not dis-
solved, volatiles could have escaped or could still be outgassing
today even on Charon-sized bodies (Choi et al., 2002); this is
the process that we investigate in this paper. We review in fur-
ther detail the current knowledge of primordial abundances and
fate of volatile species below.

2.3.1. Carbon species
Carbon in the protoplanetary disk should have been in the

form of CO, CO2, CH3OH, and CH4, as well as condensed
in refractory C-rich organics. Refractory organics could have
taken up to 80% of the total carbon, as suggested by measure-
ments on cometary particles both in-situ at Halley (Fomenkova,
2000) and returned from Wild-2 by the Stardust mission (Sand-
ford et al., 2006), as well as by observations of the dark surface
of Phoebe, a likely captured KBO (McKinnon, 2002; Castillo-
Rogez et al., 2012, and references therein), and by models of
the chemical evolution of protoplanetary disks (Kress et al.,
2010). This material could make up to 25% of the mass of
KBOs (McKinnon et al., 2008).

Of the remaining 20% of the gas-phase C, the values in Table
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Condensation Bulk abundance Ai (mol/mol, % w.r.t. H2O)
Volatile species Formula Temperature (K)a Primordial Endogenic Canonical model

Cometsb Disk
O Water ice H2O 121 to 182 100 100
C Carbon monoxide CO 0.4-30 50-100 c 20

Carbon dioxide CO2 2-30 0.002-0.26 c 10
Methane CH4 78 (hydrate), 41 (pure) 0.4-1.6 Some? 1
Ethane C2H6 0.01-2 0.008-0.016 c

Methanol CH3OH 0.2-7 3
Formaldehyde H2CO 0.1-1
Formic acid HCOOH 0.06-0.14

N Molecular nitrogen N2 58 (hydrate) Some? 1
Ammonia NH3 131 (hydrate) 0.2-1.4 7-14.5 a,d 1

Isocyanic acid HNCO 0.02-0.1
Hydrogen cyanide HCN 0.01-0.05 0.13-0.26 c

S Hydrogen sulfide H2S 0.12-1.4 Some? 0.5
Carbonyl sulfide OCS 0.1-0.4
Sulfur dioxide SO2 0.002 Some? 0.002

H Molecular hydrogen H2 Most 0.001
Ar Argon Ar 48 (clathrate hydrate) 1? e, f 0.1

Table 1: Condensation temperatures and typical cometary and disk abundances of volatiles determined by molecular spectroscopy, which explains why abundances
of diatomic molecules and noble gases have not been measured. After aLodders (2003), bMumma and Charnley (2011, and references therein), cCarr and Najita
(2008), dMaret et al. (2006), eStern et al. (2000), f Bockelee-Morvan et al. (2003). The values from Lodders (2003) represent equilibrium at 10−4 bar, but the
condensation chemistry of ices was likely governed by kinetic effects.

1 suggest that up to 50-80% was CO (not in equilibrium) at low
temperature past Saturn. If much CO and CO2 were accreted,
less oxygen would have been available to form H2O, yielding
denser bodies in regions where rock and ice condensed, but not
CO. Conversely, if most of the carbon accreted was refractory,
then the initial ice/rock ratio should have been higher than to-
day, implying loss of ices (McKinnon, 2002). CO abundances
are observed to be around 20% in comets (Mumma and Charn-
ley, 2011), but only 0.1% on Triton’s surface (McKinnon et al.,
2008). CO depletion could be due to its consumption in hy-
drothermal processes (Shock and McKinnon, 1993). CO2 is
absent in KBO spectra; however, it has been observed on the
surface of Triton (McKinnon et al., 2008).

Methanol CH3OH has been suggested to be in pristine mate-
rial in planetesimals; it should have been accreted at one to sev-
eral percent with respect to H2O on Centaurs (Cruikshank et al.,
1998) and KBOs (Barucci et al., 2008). Its irradiation products
would explain the red colors of both classes of objects (Brown,
2012). However, surface methanol could also be exogenic, re-
sulting from the ultraviolet photolysis of carbon-bearing ices
(Castillo-Rogez et al., 2012, and references therein). Methanol
is an antifreeze, depressing the melting point of water down to
157 K (Miller and Carpenter, 1964) at 1 bar, or slightly lower
temperatures if other antifreezes are present as well (Kargel,
1992).

Finally, methane has been observed on the surfaces of the
largest KBOs (Pluto, Quaoar, Eris, Sedna, and Makemake) and
Triton (McKinnon et al., 2008). Methane can be produced in
water-rock reactions; this process was investigated for Ence-
ladus (Glein et al., 2008). Ethane ice, resulting from the radia-
tive processing of methane, has been observed on Makemake,
and perhaps on Orcus and Quaoar (Brown, 2012). Methane

could also be the product of hydrothermal alteration of refrac-
tory organic matter in heated rocky cores, possibly with a high
D/H ratio (Glein et al., 2009).

2.3.2. Nitrogen species
The dominant nitrogen volatiles accreted are ammonia (NH3)

and N2, and nitrogen was likely also accreted in condensed car-
bonaceous matter (McKinnon et al., 2008); although which of
these three forms dominates is unknown. The previously men-
tioned analyses of cometary particles revealed C:N ratios of 5
to 50 (Fomenkova, 2000; Sandford et al., 2006). These ratios
translate to 0.5 to 5% of the total KBO mass consisting of ni-
trogen in the form of refractory organics.

NH3 could have been accreted at one to several percent with
respect to H2O on Centaurs (Cruikshank et al., 1998) and KBOs
(Barucci et al., 2008), perhaps as high as 14.5% assuming all N
condensed into NH3 (Lodders, 2003). These estimates are in
agreement with observations of extrasolar disks (Maret et al.,
2006), although in solar system comets, the ratio NH3/H2O is
less than 2% (Mumma and Charnley, 2011). NH3 has been ob-
served on Orcus (de Bergh et al., 2005; Barucci et al., 2008;
Carry et al., 2011) and Charon (Brown and Calvin, 2000; Du-
mas et al., 2001; Cook et al., 2007; Merlin et al., 2010) in
amounts relative to water similar to comets. These measure-
ments used the absorption band of ammonia hydrate ices at 2.2
µm. Because this signature is easily masked by the presence of
methane, ammonia may be present on other KBOs that display
the spectral signature of methane, such as Pluto, Quaoar (Je-
witt and Luu, 2004), and Makemake. A similar ammonia-to-
water ratio has also been measured in the plume of Enceladus
(Waite Jr et al., 2009), and flows of cryolava with this ratio
would display morphologies comparable to those observed on
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Miranda and Ariel (Thomas et al., 1987; Schenk, 1991); ammo-
nia may have been observed on Miranda (Bauer et al., 2002).
Like methanol, ammonia is also an antifreeze and depresses
the melting point of water down to 176 K (Leliwa-Kopystynski
et al., 2002).

N2 lacks an electric dipole, therefore its spectral signature is
hard to detect and hampers the quantification of its abundance.
It is also difficult to distinguish N2 from CO by mass spectrom-
etry. Bockelee-Morvan et al. (2003) reported upper limits on
reliable N2 measurements of < 0.2% in comets. N2 ice is a
major surface component on Pluto and Triton, and contributes
substantially to their tenuous, seasonal atmosphere. N2 has also
been observed on Sedna and perhaps Eris (McKinnon et al.,
2008). N2 could also be generated by hydrothermal processes
on icy bodies (Glein et al., 2008; Mousis et al., 2009). Here, we
assume that roughly half of the N accreted by KBOs was in the
form of N2, so that AN2 ≈ ANH3 in Table 1.

The sources and abundances of N in the solar nebula, and
the extent to which N compounds may have been accreted by
outer solar system bodies, have been reviewed in further detail
by Desch et al. (2009).

2.3.3. Sulfur species, hydrogen, and noble gases
Sulfur volatiles of relevance are H2S and SO2; both have

been observed in comets in small amounts with respect to wa-
ter (Table 1). Hydrothermal processing of sulfur-bearing miner-
als also generates these gases. Crawford and Stevenson (1988)
pointed out that SO2 may not concentrate in the aqueous melt,
because it is readily trapped in the ice as a clathrate hydrate.
SO2 can also react with water to form sulfurous acid and sulfite
species.

It is difficult to envision how dwarf planets could have
accreted H2, unless a small amount was trapped in mixed
clathrates or in amorphous ice. However, H2 is an abundant
product of hydrothermal reactions between water and reduced
rock. One can estimate an upper limit on the amount of H2
produced by hydrothermal alteration of the core from the reac-
tion 3 Fe2SiO4 (s) + 9 Mg2SiO4 (s) + 14 H2O (l) → 2 Fe3O4 (s) +

6 Mg3Si2O5(OH)4 (s) + 2 H2 (g) (i.e., fayalite + forsterite + wa-
ter → magnetite + serpentine + hydrogen gas). This assumes
that the silicate component of KBOs is dry olivine at the time
of KBO formation. For Charon (bulk density 1.6 g cm−3), a
dry olivine core (density 3.25 g cm−3, accounting for macrop-
orosity) would extend to a radius of about 350 km, with a mass
5.8 × 1020 kg, about half the mass of the icy shell (assuming
rock fully differentiates from ice). Since fayalite and forsterite
have molar masses of 204 g mol−1 and 140 g mol−1, this corre-
sponds to a bulk olivine content of 3.7×1021 mol inside Charon.
If all of it is serpentinized, 6.2 × 1020 mol of H2 are produced.
The molar H2/H2O ratio is then about 1%. Thus, considerable
quantities of H2 can in principle be produced. For our canoni-
cal simulations, we assume a much smaller amount of 0.001%
relative to H2O, which may correspond to a balance between
production and outgassing.

Finally, noble gas observations are sparse for comets. In
principle, Ar can be sequestered in amorphous ice to be later
accreted during planet formation (Desch and Monga, 2014).

Ar was observed in Hale-Bopp at a level of about 1% with re-
spect to water vapor (Stern et al., 2000), but this detection was
from a low-resolution spectrum and the spectral line observed
may have been due to another species (Bockelee-Morvan et al.,
2003). Since Ar has not otherwise been observed on relevant
icy bodies, we estimate an Ar abundance from the bulk solar
ratio N/Ar ≈ 20 estimated by Lodders (2003).

3. Geochemical model

3.1. Modeling geochemical equilibrium

The purpose of modeling the volatile geochemistry of cry-
olavas is twofold. First, volatiles can exsolve to make cry-
olavas positively buoyant, and therefore able to rise sponta-
neously in ice. Second, geochemical models help constrain the
volatile composition of cryolavas. To investigate the propensity
of the various volatiles considered in the previous section to
exsolve and drive cryovolcanism, we developed a simple chem-
ical model. This model only considers the aqueous and gaseous
forms of the volatiles, neglecting volatile speciation into salts or
clathrates. It also considers only thermodynamic equilibrium,
neglecting kinetic aspects. At chemical equilibrium, the num-
ber of moles of a given dissolved volatile per kilogram of water,
or molality m, is given by:

log K(T, P) = log
γvolatile (aq)mvolatile (aq)

φvolatile (g)Pi
(4)

where K is the equilibrium (Henry’s law) constant for the re-
action Volatile (g) → Volatile (aq) at given temperature T and
pressure P, γ is the activity coefficient of the solute, and φ and
Pi are the fugacity coefficient and partial pressure (in bar) of the
volatile gas. To evaluate the propensity of volatiles to exsolve
as fluid rises, we consider the ideal case of a single volatile dis-
solved in pure water (γ = 1). The exsolved gas is assumed to be
ideal and composed of the pure volatile (φ = 1 and P = Pvolatile).
The assumption of ideality is reasonable at the low pressures
inside KBOs: using the program REFPROP (Lemmon et al.,
2010), we calculate a fugacity coefficient φ = 1.7 for N2 at 240
K and 1000 bar, the upper end of the pressure range encoun-
tered in the icy shells of Pluto and Charon.

Each species has a bulk abundance Ai relative to water, de-
termined from Table 1. Provided a crack is open, fluids will
spontaneously rise to the level of neutral buoyancy of water
ice in liquid water (Crawford and Stevenson, 1988; Matson
et al., 2012), such that z/h = 1 − ρi/ρw. Assuming gas ab-
sorbs overpressures in the crack, Pgas = dP. Let us con-
sider the case where pressurization at the crack tip is just high
enough to bring fluid from the neutral buoyancy level (NBL)
to the surface: ∆P = ρigz. It follows from equation (2) that
Pgas = dP = ρigh − ρwg(h − z). We should not assume g to
be constant if z or h are not negligible compared to the dwarf

planet radius Rp, so Pgas =

(
ρi

∫ Rp
Rp−h g(r)dr

)
−

(
ρw

∫ Rp−z
Rp−h g(r)dr

)
.

Pgas decreases from the base of the crack and becomes zero at
the NBL. Any gas mixture has total pressure Pgas, which is the
sum of the partial pressures of all mixture components. The
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partitioning of each species i between the liquid (mi) and gas
(Pi) is therefore determined by:

Ki(T, P) ≈ mi/Pi (5)

mi ρwVliq + PiVgas/(RT ) = Ai,w (6)

nspecies∑
i=1

Pi = Pgas (7)

In equation (5), we assumed no salinity effect (γi = 1 and φi

= 1). If all volatiles are transferred into the liquid as ice melts
and refreezes, Ai,w = Ai(1 + Mice/Mliq)(ρwVliq/MH2O) moles,
where Mice/Mliq is the ratio of the bulk masses of ice and liquid
and MH2O is the molecular mass of water. If not, we just have
Ai,w = Ai(ρwVliq/MH2O) moles of volatile i. We use MH2O as the
mean molecular mass of the liquid assuming it is mostly water;
this no longer holds if the liquid approaches eutectic with an
antifreeze. Knowing Ai, T , and Pgas, and fixing the volumic
vapor fraction xvap = Vliq/Vgas, we can solve for all mi and Pi.

In our models, we fixed Vliq as the total volume of liquid
water inside the planet, not taking into account other possi-
ble liquid species such as ammonia. We conservatively as-
sumed Ai,w = Ai. The volumic vapor fraction xvap was
solved for using equation (7), and the molalities mi and par-
tial pressures Pi were then calculated using equations (5) and
(6). For a detailed description of how the analytical solu-
tion to this set of equations was calculated, see Appendix
A. Our C routine, “Cryolava”, can be freely accessed at
https://github.com/MarcNeveu/IcyDwarf.

3.2. Modeling at low temperature and high pressure

An idea of the pressure ranges involved can be obtained from
the radial pressure profile for a spherical, homogeneous KBO of
density ρ and radius R, given by McKinnon et al. (2008):

P(r) ≈ 2000 bar
(

ρ

2g cm−3

)2 ( R
600km

)2 (
1 −

r2

R2

)
(8)

Here, we use units of bar (1 bar = 0.1 MPa), in which geo-
chemical data are referenced. Differentiated bodies will experi-
ence slightly higher pressures.

T and P range between about 50 K, 0 bar at the surface and
273 K, &1 kbar at the base of the ice shell (Desch et al., 2009;
Robuchon and Nimmo, 2011). Geochemical codes provide
K(T, P) from thermodynamic datasets referenced at 298.15 K
and 1 bar, using an equation of state for solutes. The Pitzer
(Pitzer, 1973) and HKF (Helgeson et al., 1981, and references
therein) equations are commonly used. The former equation
has been used down to 173 K in the FREZCHEM code (Marion
et al., 2012), but is derived from polynomial fits to experimen-
tal data. Thus, it has little predictive power and is restricted
to species for which data are available at given T and P. The
semi-empirical HKF equation models interactions between so-
lute molecules in water, and does have predictive capabilities.

Figure 1: Apparent molar heat capacity (a.) and volume (b.) of NaCl at subzero
temperatures as a function of the square root of the NaCl molality. CHNOSZ
predictions at infinite dilution are as accurate as the Pitzer fits (Akinfiev et al.,
2001) to experimental data (Archer and Carter, 2000; Mironenko et al., 2001)
at low temperature. Modified from Akinfiev et al. (2001).

However, it was developed using data above 273 K. We used the
software package CHNOSZ (Dick, 2008) to test the accuracy of
the HKF equation down to 253.15 K (the minimum temperature
achievable with CHNOSZ) to predict solute properties in su-
percooled water, and found close agreement with experimental
data (Figure 1). Temperatures down to 235 K could be reached
using the most up to date equation of state for water, IAPWS-95
(Wagner and Pruss, 2002), in CHNOSZ calculations. Using the
IAPWS-95 formulation along with the HKF equation of state
makes the model less consistent, because the HKF solute pa-
rameters were determined with a previous thermodynamic for-
mulation for water (Haar et al., 1984). However, the CHNOSZ
calculations in the temperature range (T>254 K) where both the
Haar et al. and IAPWS-95 formulations could be used showed
no significant difference in solute properties (Figure 2); there-
fore we confidently extrapolated our calculations down to 235
K. In the CHNOSZ calculations, we used thermodynamic data
from Kelley (1960) and Wagman et al. (1982) for gaseous CH4,
CO2, Ar, SO2, N2, H2S, H2, and NH3; Shock et al. (1989) for
aqueous SO2, N2, H2S, H2, and NH3; Plyasunov and Shock
(2001) for aqueous Ar, CH4, and CO2; and Shock (1993) and
Shock and McKinnon (1993) for CO.
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Figure 2: Top panels: Logarithm of the equilibrium (Henry’s law) constant for the solution of CO2 (g), CH4 (g), and Ar (g) as a function of temperature (range
235 K to 335 K) at 1, 1000, and 2000 bar. These predictive curves match experimental data where they exist (above 273 K; Shock et al., 1989). The log K for the
other seven species investigated follow similar trends. Note that K, the intrinsic solubility, decreases both with increasing temperature and pressure. This linear
variation of the logarithm of Henry’s law’s “constant” with pressure is made explicit in the Krichevsky-Kasarnovsky equation (Krichevsky and Kasarnovsky, 1935).
Decreasing pressure causes exsolution mainly because the denominator term in equation (4) decreases, even though log K(T, P) increases. Bottom panels: Relative
difference in log K estimated using the formulations of water adopted for SUPCRT92 (Haar et al., 1984) and from IAPWS-95 (Wagner and Pruss, 2002). The
relative difference is negligible compared to the value of log K, although it increases towards lower temperatures. If log KSUPCRT92 versus T curves were plotted on
the top panels, they would be indistinguishable from the log KIAPWS95 versus T curves.

3.3. Condition for crack propagation
Assuming cracks of length l were initiated by freezing pres-

surization, exsolution allows further propagation if KI > KIc. In
equation (3), ρw is replaced with ρfluid = ρw/(1 + xvap); the fluid
is therefore positively buoyant in ice for xvap > 0.07. Cryovol-
canism is considered to occur if (a) exsolution occurs in cracks
of length reasonably permitted by freezing pressurization, and
(b) cracks propagate all the way to the surface. Therefore, ex-
solution serves two purposes in this model: it makes cryolavas
buoyant in ice (as suggested by Crawford and Stevenson (1988)
and Matson et al. (2012)), but also creates a buoyancy force able
to disrupt ice and propagate cracks.

4. Results

4.1. Application to Charon
The analytical solution of equations (5-7) enables both the

determination of xvap as a function of total gas pressure Pgas,
which provides the crack propagation condition, as well as the
identification of the species that exsolve. We first ran the geo-
physical code of Desch et al. (2009) for three cases: (a) a
“warm Charon” where rock and ice fully differentiate into a
mantle of ice and a core of dry rock (density ρcore = 3250 kg
m−3, accounting for about 30% macroporosity), perhaps be-
cause of a short-lived radionuclide or amorphous ice crystal-
lization heat peak in the first few Myr of Charon’s evolution;
(b) a colder case in which Charon only partially differentiates,
but where the core still warms up enough to be dehydrated;
and (c) a scenario where Charon partially differentiates and its

core never dehydrates (density ρcore = 2350 kg m−3, including
30% macroporosity). The putative interior structures of dwarf
planets have been discussed in further detail elsewhere (Desch
et al., 2009; Castillo-Rogez and McCord, 2010; Robuchon and
Nimmo, 2011). Despite an assumed ammonia antifreeze con-
tent of 1% with respect to water, liquid is not preserved until
the present day in scenarios (a) and (c). Therefore, to allow
comparisons between all three cases, we ran the geochemical
model after 2.5 Gyr of geophysical evolution, when liquid is
still present in all cases in the form of an ocean layer 5 to 10 km
thick at a depth dependent on the geophysical structure.

The left panels on Figure 3 show the equilibrium molality m
of relevant volatiles as a function of depth (or, equivalently, gas
pressure Pgas) at 235 K, a temperature typical of a Charon sub-
surface ocean in the geophysical runs. The most apolar species
such as H2, N2, and Ar, as well as CH4 and CO, exsolve most
easily. CO2 and H2S exsolve only in the crust-less scenario (a),
and the miscible species SO2, CH3OH, and NH3 do not exsolve
at all. These results are not sensitive to the values for the input
abundances of these compounds.

On the right panels of Figure 3, the volumic vapor fraction
xvap is plotted as a function of depth. The case of canonical
abundances is represented by a thick line; other lines indicate
half and double volatile concentrations, to outline uncertain-
ties in volatile accretion and possible concentration by melt-
ing and refreezing. A polynomial approximation for xvap as
a function of depth d for the cases with a crust (b and c) is
xvap ≈ −4 × 10−7d3 + 1 × 10−4d2 − 0.02d + 1.3. For case (a),
a power law provides a better fit: xvap ≈ 2400d−1.85. The fluid
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Figure 3: Molality of key volatiles with canonical starting abundances (left panels) and volumic vapor fraction (right panels) as a function of depth for a Charon-like
KBO in three scenarios: (a) no crust, dry core; (b) crust, dry core; (c) crust, hydrated core. Left panels: The degree to which a species exsolves at a given depth can
be estimated by comparing its saturation molality (curve) to its starting concentration, indicated by an arrow at the top of each panel. Low discrepancies indicate
that the species is mostly in solution, high discrepancies indicate exsolution. In case (a) where the neutral buoyancy level of water in ice is defined, it is indicated by
a dashed line marked “NBL” beyond which calculations were not attempted since Pgas = 0. Right panels: xvap is plotted for the canonical run (thick line), as well as
runs with half and twice the abundances (marked “/2” and “x2”, respectively). The volumic vapor fraction xvap determines the fluid density ρfluid = ρw/(1 + xvap).
For xvap > 0.07, ρfluid < ρi and KI > KIc in cracks of length l > [

√
πKIc/(2∆ρg)]2/3 ≈ 100 m to 1 km. This limit for crack propagation in ice is indicated as a thin

vertical line.
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density is then ρfluid = ρw/(1 + xvap), neglecting the density
of gases. The vertical line on these plots indicates the thresh-
old xvap > 0.07 at which fluid becomes positively buoyant in
ice. Crack propagation occurs as soon as the fluid is buoyant if
cracks are longer than:

l >
( √

π KIc

2 ∆ρ g

)2/3

≈ 1 km
(

10 kg m−3

∆ρ

)2/3

(9)

Therefore, assuming canonical abundances, cracks of l ≈ 200
m, 40 km, and 400 m are needed in cases (a), (b), and (c), re-
spectively. Exsolution is easier without a crust, which acts like
a pressure seal to keep the volatiles in solution. It is also eas-
ier if the core is hydrated, because the larger volume taken up
by the core yields a seafloor closer to the surface. However,
the right panels also show that initial abundances, not internal
structure, are the main control over crack propagation. In par-
ticular, carbon monoxide (CO) plays a major role, because of its
combined high abundance and low solubility. Figure 4 shows
how sensitive crack propagation is to the initial abundance of
CO with respect to water, for each of the three scenarios. With
less than 10% CO with respect to water and all other volatile
abundances as in Table 1, cracks tens to hundreds of kilometers
need to be initiated (presumably by freezing pressurization) for
exsolution to drive their propagation further. However, above
15% to 25% CO depending on internal structure, cracks only a
few hundred meters high can be propagated by CO exsolution.

4.2. Uncertainty on gas solubilities

The dominant sources of uncertainty for these results are (a)
the pressure, temperature, and structure inside Charon, (b) the
starting dissolved volatile abundances, (c) the fracture tough-
ness of ice, and (d) the solubility of gases in supercooled water.

We have discussed above the first two sources of uncer-
tainty. Regarding the third one, equation (9) shows that the
crack length l scales with the ice fracture toughness as l ∝ K2/3

Ic :
varying KIc over a plausible range of one order of magnitude
changes l by less than an order of magnitude. This is less than
the dependence of l on internal structure, as shown in Figure 3.

Uncertainties on the solubility of gases obtained by regres-
sions of experimental data above 273 K were estimated by
Shock et al. (1989), whose results we used for our extrapola-
tions in the supercooled regime. Shock et al. (1989) estimated
a typical uncertainty in standard molar Gibbs energy for neu-
tral species of ∆Go ≈ 1400 J/mol at 1000 bar and 500oC. This
uncertainty decreases as P and T shift away from the critical
point of pure water: at 1000 bar and 25oC, Shock et al. (1989)
estimated an uncertainty of only 11 J/mol. When considering
a solubility reaction, ∆rGo = Go

product − Go
reactant = 2.3 R T log

(K), so the relative uncertainty in K is ∆K/K = ∆[logK] =

2 ∆Go/(2.3 R T ). Using the worst-case typical uncertainty
∆Go ≈ 1400 J/mol and T=235 K, we find ∆K ≈ 0.6 K. Sum-
ming the relative uncertainties on K over the ten species con-
sidered implies that X in Appendix A, and therefore xvap, are
determined within one order of magnitude. This is comparable
to changing the volatile abundances by a factor of two in Figure
3, and does not significantly impact the results.

5. Discussion

5.1. Comparing the explosiveness of gases
Non-polar species are those that most easily outgas. How-

ever, these species are not necessarily abundant and therefore
not necessarily the best drivers of explosive cryovolcanism. In
order to easily evaluate the capacity of a given species to drive
cryovolcanism given its solubility and abundance, we evaluate
its contribution to xvap, i.e., its mole fraction Xi(g) = Pi/Pgas in
the gas phase. From equation (A.4):

Xi(g) =
Ai,w/Mliq

Ki + xvap/(ρwRT )
1

Pgas
(10)

where Ai,w is the starting abundance of volatiles in liquid water
(in mol), Mliq is the mass of liquid, and Ki is the equilibrium
constant (which depends on temperature and pressure) for the
dissolution of each volatile species i. As expected, Xi decreases
with the ratio Ki = mi/Pi. Moreover, Xi is directly proportional
to Ai,w: comparing Xi for two different species allows to solve
for an abundance ratio for which these species have the same
explosiveness. Because xvap and Ki(T, Pgas) vary with depth,
it is most useful to evaluate both at the threshold depth where
positive buoyancy is first reached, even though the composition
of the gas does not change significantly with depth. The com-
parative explosiveness for the ten gases considered in this study
is shown in Table 2.

CO is the best driver of cryovolcanism, assuming it is present
in KBOs in cometary abundances. Its contribution to the gas ex-
ceeds that of CO2 by nearly two orders of magnitude. N2, CH4,
and H2 also exsolve easily, but H2 plays only a minor role in
the runs described above because of its low starting abundance.
However, most H2 is likely to arise from hydrothermal reactions
at or below the seafloor, the extent of which is currently uncon-
strained. Such reactions could result in starting abundances of
up to 30%. Charlou et al. (2002) measured abundances of hy-
drothermal H2, CH4, and CO near a seafloor hydrothermal field.
The abundances of CH4 and CO were negligible compared to
those inferred from comets. However, Charlou et al. (2002)
measured an H2 abundance of 16 mmol kg−1, or roughly 0.03%
by mole with respect to water. Although this is 30 times the
abundance we considered, it would bring the explosiveness of
H2 on par with that of H2S, which only contributes to the ex-
solved gas in a minor way. CO2 and N2 abundances highly
depend on the redox state of the ocean (Shock and McKinnon,
1993; Glein et al., 2008). CO2, even at a high abundance, does
not exsolve much. However, assuming that temperatures are
high enough to convert all of NH3 to N2 (Glein et al., 2008),
molecular nitrogen may help drive cryovolcanism (although, in
that case, there would be no NH3 antifreeze and another solute
would be required to maintain liquid). The contribution of N2
to the exsolved gas may also be higher than estimated in Table
2 if we underestimated the unconstrained bulk N abundances
of KBOs. Ar potentially has a significant role, but as a noble
gas its abundance is difficult to constrain. Sulfur gases only
play a minor role. However, Crawford and Stevenson (1988)
suggested that SO2 would stay trapped in clathrates rather than
being concentrated in the aqueous melt. These clathrates would
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Volatile species Model abundance Mole fraction Xi(g) at highest depth of positive buoyancy
Ai (% w.r.t. H2O) (a) No crust, dry core (b) Crust, dry core (c) Crust, hydrated core

CO 20 8.8 × 10−1 7.6 × 10−1 7.6 × 10−1

N2 1 7.0 × 10−2 7.3 × 10−2 6.1 × 10−2

CH4 1 2.7 × 10−2 2.1 × 10−2 2.2 × 10−2

CO2 10 1.2 × 10−2 7.8 × 10−3 9.2 × 10−3

Ar 0.1 4.2 × 10−3 3.5 × 10−3 3.6 × 10−3

H2S 0.5 2.3 × 10−3 1.3 × 10−3 1.4 × 10−3

H2 0.001 1.0 × 10−4 1.5 × 10−4 1.0 × 10−4

CH3OH 3 5.0 × 10−5 2.0 × 10−5 1.8 × 10−5

NH3 1 1.4 × 10−5 7.0 × 10−6 7.2 × 10−6

SO2 0.002 4.3 × 10−8 2.8 × 10−8 3.4 × 10−8

Table 2: Composition of the gas driving explosive volcanism at the depth where positive buoyancy is reached in the cases (a), (b), and (c) of Figure 3 and for
canonical initial abundances.

not only increase the ice density and favor positive buoyancy
(see below), but also provide an extra source of gas along the
way.

Ultimately, all gas abundances depend on how these volatiles
speciate among solid (clathrates, amorphous carbon), solute
(dissolved volatiles, carbonates, etc.), and gas phases. For ex-
ample, clathrates and carbonates potentially represent a large
volatile sink. Future work will address the speciation issue, but
will first require the extension of predictive speciation models
to low temperatures. Regardless of the speciation caveat, this
analysis of volatile efficiency in driving cryovolcanism (“ex-
plosiveness”) is useful to identify the species that matter most.

5.2. Fate of CO in a subsurface ocean

CO seems to be a key species that can drive explosive cry-
ovolcanic activity because of its expected high abundance and
predicted high solubility in water under conditions relevant to
KBOs. Therefore, one aspect worth investigating is the geo-
chemical stability of CO in a subsurface ocean. High concentra-
tions of CO are not stable in liquid water: Shock (1993) found
a thermodynamic drive at high temperatures (473 K) and pres-
sures (3500 bar) to either hydrolyze CO to formic acid or for-
mate, or to oxidize CO to CO2 (presumably via formic acid).
Figure 5 shows a similar outcome at 235 K and 1000 bar, at rel-
evant redox conditions. The thermodynamic data on the aque-
ous species used to make Figure 5 were obtained from Shock
et al. (1989) for NH3 and N2; Plyasunov and Shock (2001) for
methanol, ethanol, and CO2; Shock and McKinnon (1993) for
CO, urea, and HCN; Shock (1995) for formic acid and acetic
acid; Dick et al. (2006) for glycine; and Schulte and Shock
(1993) for acetaldehyde. The data on minerals were taken from
Helgeson et al. (1978). Whether CO accreted by KBOs is de-
stroyed over the geologic history of these bodies depends on the
rate at which CO is consumed to form one of these species.

Trump and Miller (1973) determined the kinetics of the for-
mation of formate (HCOO−) from CO according to the reac-
tion:

CO(aq) + OH−(aq) = HCOO−(aq) (11)

Figure 4: Minimum crack length necessary so that exsolution drives crack prop-
agation, as a function of the initial abundance of carbon monoxide, CO. The
scenarios (a), (b), and (c) are the same as in Figure 3.

from 20oC to 60oC. They found the rate data to fit the following
equation:

d[CO]
dt

= −khyd[OH−][CO] (12)

with log(khyd) = 15.83-4886/T (K) M−1 h−1, where khyd repre-
sents the second-order rate constant for the alkaline hydrolysis
of CO. It appears that Trump and Miller (1973) determined this
experimental rate under the assumption of second-order kinet-
ics; reproducing their experiments by adding in turn each of the
reactants in excess and confirming the rates to be proportional
to each of the reactants would confirm this. However, it seems
plausible, mechanistically, that OH− base would catalyze the
reaction by reacting with the electrophilic carbon atom of CO.

Given this rate of CO consumption, the time needed for the
concentration of CO to decrease to 10% of its initial value is
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given by:

t10% =
ln(10)

khyd[OH−]
≈

2.3aH+

khydKw
(13)

where aH+ corresponds to the activity of H+, which is equivalent
to pH = – log (aH+), and Kw designates the ionization constant
of water (for the reaction H2O = H+ + OH−). Kw in supercooled
water at 1 kbar can be estimated by extrapolating data from
SUPCRT92 (Johnson et al., 1992):

log(Kw) = 44.27 − 4921/T (K) − 7.266 ln(T ) (14)

The thermodynamic data used to make this extrapolation are
from Haar et al. (1984) for H2O and Shock and Helgeson (1988)
for the ions. The neutral pH is pHNeu = – log(K0.5

w ), and the
activity of H+ at pH relative to neutrality (pH = pHNeu + x) can
be expressed as aH+ = K0.5

w ×10−x. Therefore, the characteristic
timescale for conversion of CO to formate can be written as:

t10% ≈
2.3 × 10−x

khydK0.5
w

(15)

Figure 6 shows the analytical solution of equation (15), t10%,
as a function of pH relative to neutral (x). These results should
be viewed as having order-of-magnitude quality because of the
extrapolation to low temperatures. CO is hydrolyzed faster at
higher temperatures and higher pH. If even slightly warm (323
K) hydrothermal systems arose on Pluto or Charon, CO would
have been destroyed extremely quickly. Lower pH would al-
low CO to survive longer. Zolotov (2012) modeled chemical
equilibrium between cometary volatiles and CI chondrite solids
down to 0oC, and found that the predicted equilibrium pH is
about two units above neutrality. The relatively high pH in
these systems is dictated by reactions between ultramafic sili-
cate minerals and the aqueous solution. Therefore, supercooled
oceans inside KBOs may also have a pH greater than neutral-
ity. However, production of formic acid would decrease the pH.
Figure 6 shows that CO should be destroyed rapidly (in terms
of geologic time) in such mildly alkaline solutions. Very low
temperatures (below 200 K) are required to prevent significant
hydrolysis of CO over the age of the solar system. However,
exceptionally cold NH3-H2O oceans may not preserve CO, as
they could be highly alkaline (Marion et al., 2012).

CO is present in the surface reflectance spectra of Pluto-sized
KBOs, but not in those of Charon-sized bodies (Brown, 2012,
and references therein). Schaller and Brown (2007) argued that
this was because a minimum dwarf planet radius of 500 to 700
km was necessary to prevent Jeans escape of CO at KBO sur-
face equivalent temperatures of 30 to 40 K. Surface CO could
either never have been in contact with liquid water (and there-
fore not been hydrolyzed to formate), or could have originated
from formate that dissociated into CO and H2O at the very cold
surface temperatures or under irradiation. Therefore, there may
be appreciable amounts of CO in the ocean from recent melt-
ing of CO-bearing ice. In this case, however, the concentration
of CO in the ocean would presumably be much lower than the
primordial abundance, so the potential for CO to drive cryovol-
canism from an ocean may be diminished.

Figure 5: Logarithm of the activities of cometary volatiles, likely to have been
accreted by KBOs, as a function of redox conditions in a subsurface ocean
at 235 K and 1000 bar. Possible redox conditions are shown by two buffers:
the equilibrium between fayalite, magnetite, and quartz (“FMQ”), and that be-
tween magnetite and hematite (“MH”). The equilibria between CO and CO2
and between CO and HCOOH are strongly shifted to the latter species in both
cases. Methane is not included in these calculations based on the argument of
metastable equilibrium given by Shock and McKinnon (1993).

Figure 6: Time after which 90% of aqueous CO is consumed to make formate,
as a function of pH relative to neutrality, for temperatures between 200 K and
323 K. Overlain are the age of the solar system (4.56 Gyr) and a plausible pH
of KBO subsurface oceans, two units above neutrality, suggested by Zolotov
(2012).
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5.3. Effect of internal structure

Comparing results between scenarios (a) and (b) yields in-
sights into the influence of a crust on gas-driven crack propaga-
tion. Undifferentiated crusts are a surprising outcome of ther-
mal evolution models of KBOs (Desch et al., 2009), because
these crusts are denser than the underlying ice mantle. Detailed
modeling of the rheology of silicate-ice mixtures has shown that
KBOs with a size up to that of Charon remain too cold near
the surface for a crust dozens of kilometers thick to founder by
Rayleigh-Taylor instabilities over timescales comparable to the
age of the solar system (Rubin et al., in review).

In principle, undifferentiated crusts dozens of kilometers
thick should favor the ascent of fluid-filled cracks, because of
the favorable density contrast even when the fluid is pure liquid
water. Percolation of methanol- and ammonia-rich cryolavas
upward through undifferentiated ice-rock mixtures has indeed
been invoked as a mechanism to extrude material that, once ir-
radiated, resembles the red surfaces of many 100 km-class Cen-
taurs and KBOs (McKinnon et al., 2008). However, Charon-
sized bodies are still large enough that they experienced par-
tial differentiation into a rocky core and an icy mantle, through
which fluid-filled cracks must propagate before reaching the
base of the crust. Therefore, fluid pressurization by volatile ex-
solution or partial freezing remains necessary in the ice mantle.

An outcome of the present study is that undifferentiated
crusts inhibit exsolution by raising the confining pressure in the
icy mantle and the ocean. Higher confining pressures require
either longer fluid-filled cracks or higher volatile (CO) abun-
dances for exsolution-driven ascent to occur. Another inhibiting
feature of crusts is that their fracture toughness KIc should be
higher than that of ice, given that a crust is an undifferentiated
mixture of icy and rocky grains (F. Nimmo, personal commu-
nication). How much higher KIc becomes is difficult to predict,
but it could not be higher than its value for hydrated, loosely
consolidated rock, about 0.5 MPa m1/2 (Chen et al., 2000;
Backers, 2005; Tromans and Meech, 2002; Wang et al., 2007),
which is higher by a factor of about 5 than the value for pure ice.
Finally, near-surface porosity could decrease the crustal density
enough to impede ascent through the last kilometers of crust.
However, at these shallow depths, gas-dominated fluid should
still be buoyant.

Comparing results between scenarios (b) and (c) allows us
to investigate the influence of hydration in the core on cryovol-
canism. A hydrated core (density similar to that of serpentine
rock with a few percent porosity) takes up a larger volume than
a dry core (density similar to that of olivine rock with a few
percent porosity). A larger, hydrated core results in the ocean
being closer to the surface, at lower pressures than in scenario
(b). Thus, exsolution is favored in case (c) compared to case
(b), although it is not as easy as in case (a) despite the fact that
the seafloor is shallower.

5.4. Freezing during ascent

Another issue of fluid ascent is that it needs to be faster than
the timescale of its freezing on the channel walls (Desch et al.,

2009). This timescale is increased if the liquid contains an-
tifreezes. Stevenson (1982) estimated upward propagation ve-
locities of 1 to 10 cm s−1 and 10% of fluid freezing on icy Sat-
urnian satellites of sizes and densities comparable to those of
dwarf planets and for crack diameters D of order 102 to 103 m.
From his estimations, we infer a propagation timescale through
a 100 km thick ice shell of 106 to 107 s and a freezing timescale
of 107 to 108 s. However, antifreezes also increase the viscosity
of the liquid, which slows it down near the walls. The maxi-
mum propagation velocity of a viscous fluid through a pipe is
given by:

vmax =
D2

4η
∂P
∂z

(16)

where D is the pipe (crack) diameter, η the fluid viscosity, and
∂P/∂z = (ρw−ρi) g the hydrostatic pressure gradient. For cracks
originating at the base of an ice shell of thickness d overlying a
liquid layer, the ascent time scale τasc. = d/vmax is therefore:

τasc. =
4 d η

∆ρ g D2 (17)

Kargel (1991, 1992) and Kargel et al. (1991, 2000) studied
the composition, rheology, and ascent of cryolavas composed of
H2O, NH3, CH3OH, and N2 that may be liquid down to 155 K.
Kargel et al. (1991) determined experimentally that the viscos-
ity of H2O-NH3 mixtures is between 10 and 100 Pa s at T=175
to 235 K and XNH3 of a few percent up to eutectic composi-
tion (32.1%). Adding methanol increases the viscosity up to
104 Pa s near the peritectic. These viscosities are much higher
than those of water or ammonia alone, mostly because of hy-
drogen bonding and partial crystallization in the mixtures. For
a water-ammonia liquid of viscosity 100 Pa s, g = 0.3 m s−2, d =

100km, and a cylindrical channel width D of 1 m, we calculate
an ascent time scale of 2.7 × 105 (500 kg m−3/∆ρ) s.

When ascent is driven by pressurization of freezing wa-
ter, the pressure gradient can be approximated by ∂P/∂z ≈
(βwh)−1(∆V/V), where βw is the compressibility of pure wa-
ter, h is the depth of the pocket in the ice shell, and ∆V/V
is the relative shrinkage in volume of the water pocket. With
βw ≈ 5 × 10−10 Pa−1, h = 10 km, and ∆V/V = 0.1, ∂P/∂z ≈
200 Pa m−1; this is comparable to the buoyancy arising from
gas exsolution: ∆ρ g ≈ 150 Pa m−1.

The timescale of freezing a 1 m column of pure water can be
estimated as follows. The specific heat to be conducted away is
H = Cp(T ) ∆T + Lfreeze, where Cp(T ) is the heat capacity and
Lfreeze is the latent heat of freezing. The timescale of freezing
τfreeze is then given by:

τfreeze ≈ ρliq × 1 × πD2 H
(
∂H
∂t

)−1

= ρliq × 1 × πD2 H
kice

(
∂2T
∂r2

)−1

(18)
Here, r indicates the horizontal distance away from the

center of the crack in cylindrical coordinates. We (crudely)
approximate the second derivative term as ∂2T/∂r2 ≈

[(∆T/∆r)crack-wall − (∆T/∆r)wall-ice]/∆r. We assume a temper-
ature of 235 K at the center of the column and 100 K at the
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Figure 7: Comparison of timescales for ascent and freezing. The thin dashed
line indicates the minimum crack width (diameter) above which propagation
through an ice shell is possible before liquid freezes.

walls, as well as 1 m into the ice: ∆r = D = 1 m, ∆crack-wallT
= 135 K, and ∆wall-iceT = 0 K. Taking kice = 5 ∗ (100K/T ) ≈ 5
W K−1 m−1 (crystalline ice), Cp ≈ 5000 J K−1 kg−1 [increases
from 4188 to 7000 J/K/kg between 273 K and 230 K, diverges
at 228 K for pure water; Archer and Carter (2000)], Lfreeze = 334
kJ kg−1, and ∆T = 235 − 176 K in the Cp∆T term, we estimate
τfreeze ≈ 1.5 (ρliq/500 kg m−3) × 106 s. For pure ammonia, Cp

is 4700 J K−1 kg−1 (Desch et al., 2009), and Lfreeze for eutectic
H2O-NH3 is 131.9 kJ kg−1, which yields τfreeze ≈ 0.95 (ρliq/500
kg m−3) × 106 s. In addition to freezing because of temperature
decrease, there is also the possibility of decompression freez-
ing for pure water ice Ih, which has a negative slope in the P-T
phase diagram.

Thus, ascent times are of order 105 for both non viscous
water (Crawford and Stevenson, 1988) and viscous water-
ammonia liquids. This is shorter than the minimum 106 s time
scale needed for water-ammonia to cool down to 176 K and
the latent heat of freezing to be conducted away in crystalline
ice. Given the uncertainties in crack geometry, temperatures,
material properties, and that we did not consider freezing of
the gas component of the fluid, these rough estimates do lit-
tle more than provide some intuition about the relevant time
scales when comparing competing effects on ascent. Figure 7
compares these timescales for various crack widths D. Despite
the roughness and uncertainties of the above analysis, the large
range of ascent and freezing timescales involved entail a spe-
cific threshold crack width, of order 1 m, for successful ascent.
It is worth noting that the width of a fracture on Enceladus has
recently been estimated at 9 m (Goguen et al., 2013).

Note that ascent happens far too quickly for cracks to heal
by solid-state creep of ice. Assuming a crack with l = 1m has

opened, it would close on a timescale τheal given by:

τheal =
1
ε̇

=
2η
σ
≈

2η
√
πl

KIc
= 6 Myr

(
η

5 × 1018Pa s

)
(19)

where η is the viscosity of ice, taken from Goldsby and Kohlst-
edt (2001); ε̇ is the strain rate, and σ is the stress. The indicative
value of 5×1018 Pa s for the ice viscosity is valid for a Pluto- or
Charon-sized body at T ≈ 176 K. This temperature is the eutec-
tic point of a water-ammonia mixture and a likely temperature
at the base of the ice shell if volatile antifreezes play any role
in maintaining liquid. Near subsurface liquid at 176 K, cracks
can remain open for several Myr. At 273 K, the viscosity falls
to about 1012 Pa s and relaxation occurs in only about one year.
Closer to the surface where temperatures are lower and viscosi-
ties higher, cracks could remain open over much longer time
scales.

5.5. Other model considerations

Several other loosely constrained considerations influence
the likelihood of explosive cryovolcanism. First, gas solubil-
ity increases with decreasing temperature; this should hamper
exsolution during ascent to some extent. Here, we considered
the ascent of fluid to be quick enough (τasc. ≈ 0.1 τfreeze) that
the fluid does not have time to cool significantly. In princi-
ple, including the temperature effect on solubility should be
straightforward, because this effect translates into higher val-
ues of Ki(T, Pgas) as T decreases. In practice, a predictive geo-
chemical model has yet to be devised for temperatures below
that used here, 235 K.

In addition to equilibrium chemical speciation, one should
also consider kinetic effects on exsolution. At frigid ocean tem-
peratures, it is possible that speciation and exsolution are in-
hibited kinetically. To address this uncertainty, experiments in
the relevant temperature and pressure regime are necessary, as
in the case of explosive silicate volcanism (Mangan and Sisson,
2000). Further insight could be gained from models of nucle-
ation and bubble growth (Yund and McCallister, 1970; Rosner
and Epstein, 1972; Sparks, 1978; Proussevitch and Sahagian,
1998) applied to the case of volatiles in aqueous solutions. Ex-
solution kinetics slower than freezing time scales would keep
volatiles trapped into the ice.

Scarce experimental data on supercooled solutes make equi-
librium calculations below 235 K speculative. The HKF model
for determining solute properties becomes singular at 228 K,
where supercooled water seems to have a liquid-liquid critical
point near 1 bar (Speedy and Angell, 1976). However, this di-
verging behavior was not observed at higher pressures, where
measurements of supercooled water properties have recently
been made possible down to 200 K and up to 4000 bar thanks
to improvements in experimental setups (Mishima, 2010). This
progress in the experimental determination of supercooled wa-
ter properties is in turn driving efforts to extend the equation
of state of supercooled water in this temperature and pressure
regime (Holten et al., 2012). A next logical step would be to
update the HKF equation for aqueous solutes, which depends
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Figure 8: Applicability of current geochemical codes in the pressure-
temperature-density (P−T−ρ) space of relevance to icy dwarf planets, delimited
by the ammonia-water eutectic point at 176 K (Leliwa-Kopystynski et al., 2002)
and the seafloor pressure for Pluto-sized bodies (4000 bar or 400 MPa). The
thin solid black curves are predictions of an improved equation of state for wa-
ter (Holten et al., 2012) that accurately describes measurements from Mishima
(2010) and others. Overlain are the geotherms of Ceres- to Pluto-sized dwarf
planets (dashed curves), starting at the seafloor and moving through lower T
and P to the surface. Seafloor conditions are at the limit of current geochemi-
cal codes, such as FREZCHEM and HKF-based CHNOSZ, but theoretical im-
provements are needed in order to push models to lower T and higher P. Figure
modified from Holten et al. (2012).

on the equation of state for water, to account for these improve-
ments, and fit solute properties to existing experimental solute
data. This would enable HKF-based codes such as CHNOSZ
to compute predictions for properties of species that have not
been experimentally characterized (Figure 8).

Extension to a higher pressure regime would enable studies
of larger icy bodies. McKinnon et al. (2008) noted that there are
no dynamical arguments against larger KBOs the size of Mars
or the Earth further away from the Sun. Their study is hampered
because current geochemical models are capped at pressures of
several thousand bars, the pressures reached near the center of
Pluto-sized bodies. A recent model (Facq et al., 2014) has ex-
tended the predictive HKF framework to explore the solubility
and speciation of carbonate species up to 80 kbar; however, this
model cannot currently be used at subzero temperatures. Exo-
planets, likely icy, of super-Earth size have also been discovered
(Beaulieu et al., 2006). The extension of aqueous geochemical
models to higher pressures than present would provide a valu-
able tool to model the interior of such bodies. When modeling
gas exsolution at higher pressures, one should keep in mind that
the assumption of ideality is no longer valid: using the program
REFROP, we calculate fugacity coefficients for N2 at 240 K of

1.7 at 1 kbar, 6.1 at 2 kbar, 22 at 3 kbar, 81 at 4 kbar, and 284
at 5 kbar. Large fugacity coefficients make real gases more sol-
uble (less likely to outgas) than ideal gases.

Finally, we have neglected any speciation of dissolved gases
(e.g., CO2 to bicarbonate and carbonate), clathration, and
volatile condensation (e.g., CO2 has a critical point at 304
K). These three phenomena are volatile sinks, decreasing the
amount of gas available to form a buoyant fluid. For exam-
ple, calculations using REFROP show that the fugacity of CO2
fCO2 = (φCO2PCO2) is only 70 bars at 1 kbar and 240 K. The
fugacity of CO2 cannot keep increasing up to the total pressure;
instead, it condenses during ascent once the system pressure
approaches this fugacity, preventing further increases in the fu-
gacity. On the other hand, pickup of condensed volatile pockets
or clathrates by cryovolcanic fluids during ascent could increase
their gas content (Battaglia et al., in preparation).

5.6. Predictions for Pluto and Charon

The time scale of cryovolcanic activity on Pluto and Charon-
sized KBOs depends on the time at which last freezing occurs,
if freezing of water pockets indeed initiates cracks (Fagents,
2003; Manga and Wang, 2007). In the Kuiper belt, dwarf planet
oceans are predicted to freeze entirely after a few billion years
(Desch et al., 2009; Robuchon and Nimmo, 2011), perhaps
about 1 Gyr ago for Charon (Rubin et al., in review; Desch,
this issue). Cryovolcanic activity could be sustained over the
time needed to freeze a given liquid volume. Assuming a liquid
layer several kilometers thick, which corresponds to a eutectic
H2O-NH3 ocean on Charon if the bulk NH3 content of the ice
was initially 1%, this time could be a few hundred million years
(Desch et al., 2009; Rubin et al., in review). Additional activ-
ity is expected from freezing of localized water pockets closer
to the surface. If such pockets occur, their presumed volume,
much smaller than that of a global ocean layer, would sustain
cryovolcanism for a correspondingly shorter time: roughly 50
years for a spherical pocket 1 km in radius. If freezing pres-
surization drives a cryovolcanic outflow, no more than 7% of
the freezing volume (i.e., ρw/ρi − 1) may be erupted. With
the same assumptions as above, cryovolcanism resulting from
global ocean freezing could in principle emplace a global layer
up to a kilometer thick on Charon’s surface. In practice, one can
expect the efficiency of cryovolcanism as a resurfacing process
to be orders of magnitude lower.

Plumes arising from explosive cryovolcanism may be ob-
served on Pluto or Charon by the New Horizons probe. These
plumes may be rich in CO, since this volatile could make up
80% of the exsolved gas and a few percent to tens of percent
of the water- and antifreeze-rich material ejected. However, the
calculated short lifetime of CO in a subsurface ocean implies
that the gas may be generated by near-surface sublimation of
CO ice, vaporization of subsurface liquid CO, or eruption of a
recent cryovolcanic aqueous melt that is disconnected from the
ocean.

Plumes rich in the reduced gases CH4, H2, and perhaps N2
would be evidence for hydrothermal activity inside Pluto or
Charon. H2 does not have a spectral signature in the visible and
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near-infrared regions covered by the Ralph package, New Hori-
zons’s visible and near-infrared spectrometers (Reuter et al.,
2008). However, lines resulting from the dissociation of H2
molecules could be seen in Alice ultraviolet spectra (Stern et al.,
2008). More generally, each of the ten gases investigated in this
study, if abundant enough, can be detected by least one of these
instruments.

N2 plumes could also be evidence that Pluto and Charon ac-
creted rich in N. However, because Pluto’s surface and atmo-
sphere are rich in N2, it will be difficult to assess the origin of
such plumes, which could also arise from frost sublimation on
the surface as observed on Triton. The co-detection of other
gases along with N2 could be an argument in favor of a deep
origin; conversely, plumes of frost composition would likely
originate in surface layers. Hydrothermally produced H2, CH4,
and N2 may be distinguished from primordial species by their
isotopically heavy makeup (Glein et al., 2009; Rousselot et al.,
2014).

In addition, evidence for recent explosive cryovolcanism may
be gathered from the detailed composition of the surfaces, at-
mospheres, or exospheres of Pluto and Charon. The fate of cry-
ovolcanic products (condensation or escape) depends on equi-
librium and kinetic constraints similar to those during primor-
dial accretion. Species such as CO, CO2, CH4, or N2 could
condense back on the surface depending on surface tempera-
ture and gravity (Schaller and Brown, 2007), whereas H2 would
certainly escape. The extent to which a given volatile may con-
dense back to the surface could be more precisely estimated
if New Horizons measurements constrain the rate of processes
such as Jeans escape, hydrodynamic escape, and ultraviolet
photolysis (Schaller and Brown, 2007). Such measurements in-
clude atmospheric thermal profiles (to constrain heating from
extreme ultraviolet radiation) and structure (in particular, the
exobase altitude from which escape may take place), as well
as ejection velocity in potential plumes. New Horizons is well
equipped to perform such measurements: ultraviolet spectra
and atmospheric maps will be acquired by the Alice instrument
(Stern et al., 2008); atmospheric temperature and structure pro-
files will be inferred from radio occultations using REX (Tyler
et al., 2008); and SWAP (McComas et al., 2008) and PEPSSI
(McNutt et al., 2008) will be used to perform solar wind mea-
surements and energetic particle spectrometry to determine in
situ escape rates (Stern and Spencer, 2003).

Past cryovolcanism may have been the source of methane for
Pluto’s atmosphere and frosts; this would mean that its past or
current ocean had a very reduced composition. On the other
hand, mild heating of subsurface clathrate hydrates may suffice
to concentrate guest species at the surface. Miscible species
such as CH3OH or NH3 are not expected to exsolve, but they
play a key role in maintaining liquid as antifreezes, and would
be entrained by the gas onto the surface during an eruption. Lo-
cal concentrations of these species would be evidence for extru-
sion of material from the interior; however, their cryovolcanic
origin (i.e., surface deposition as a fluid) would likely be as am-
biguous as previous interpretations of similar features on other
icy bodies.

6. Conclusions

In this study, we investigated gas exsolution as a mechanism
to drive cryovolcanism. We used a novel approach that cou-
ples geophysics and geochemistry, and extended geochemical
modeling to the seldom-explored realm of liquid water at sub-
zero temperatures. We showed that, provided liquid and crack
initiation (e.g. by freezing pressurization), cryovolcanism can
occur on dwarf planet-sized KBOs.

CO seems to be an excellent driver for explosive venting,
whereas species such as CO2 and sulfur gases are not. Pri-
mordial N accreted as N2 could also drive cryovolcanism if its
abundance, currently unconstrained, is above a few percent with
respect to water. CH4 and H2 resulting from hydrothermal ac-
tivity at the putative seafloors of KBOs may also trigger cryo-
volcanism if they are present in substantial amounts (a few per-
cent with respect to water). The miscible antifreezes CH3OH
and NH3 remain in solution; this allows persistence of liquid at
temperatures well below 200 K.

Therefore, the onset of explosive cryovolcanism hinges
mainly on the abundances of CO, N2, CH4, and H2: abun-
dances of a few percent in solution for at least one of these
seem necessary to initiate exsolution even in the most favorable
settings. This requires at least one of the following scenarios:
(a) CO does not get destroyed in an ocean, (b) the quantity of
N accreted is at the high end of current estimates, or (c) large
amounts of reduced gases are produced by vigorous hydrother-
mal activity.

Undifferentiated crust that never overturned inhibits exsolu-
tion and cryovolcanism by acting as a pressure seal. This find-
ing contradicts previous predictions that crusts provide a fa-
vorable medium for fluid-filled crack propagation because of
the positive fluid buoyancy. Cryovolcanism is favored if the
rocky core is hydrated, because the core then takes up a larger
volume and places the seafloor closer to the surface; this re-
duces the pressure solubilization of volatiles. Other consider-
ations, such as ice relaxation of cracks and fluid freezing dur-
ing ascent, may hamper cryovolcanism, but rough calculations
showed that they do not prevent it if crack propagation happens
quickly enough. Therefore, current or recent explosive cryovol-
canism is expected on Pluto and Charon if either currently has
a subsurface liquid layer, a plausible outcome of thermal evo-
lution models. If this is the case, the icy dwarf planets of the
Kuiper belt may well join the list of potentially habitable bodies
in the solar system.
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Appendix A. Implementation of the geochemical model

Equation (6) translates into:

miMliq +
PixvapMliq

ρliqRT
= Ai,w (A.1)

where all terms are abundances in mol. Mliq = ρliqVliq is the to-
tal mass of liquid in the body and xvap = Vgas/Vliq is the overall
volumic vapor fraction. Using equation (5), this becomes:

miMliq

(
1 +

xvap

KiρliqRT

)
= Ai,w (A.2)

Equivalently:

Pi =
Ai,w

KiMliq

(
1 +

xvap

KiρliqRT

) (A.3)

Therefore, equation (7) becomes:

nspecies∑
i=1

Ai,w

Mliq

(
Ki +

xvap

ρliqRT

) = Pgas (A.4)

where P is the local pressure. Solving equation (A.4) re-
quires finding the root of a polynomial of degree nspecies in
X = xvap/(ρliqRT ),

PgasMliq

nspecies∏
i=1

(Ki + X) −
nspecies∑

i=1

Ai,w

nspecies∏
j=1
j,i

(K j + X) = 0 (A.5)

The variable X has same units as Ki: mol kg−1 bar−1 in our
assumption of negligible salinity. In principle, this polynomial
has nspecies complex roots. In practice, the coefficients in front
of the positive terms (PgasMliq ≈ 1026 Pa kg), whose largest
degree is nspecies, are much larger than those in front of the neg-
ative terms (Ai,w ≈ 1018 mol), whose largest degree is only
nspecies − 1. This causes the polynomial to increase monoton-
ically in the range of physically plausible X (X > 0), except
at small X (X � min[Ki]). When X is very small, the Ki terms
dominate X. The sum term with the largest Ki ≈ 103 (here taken
as a dimensionless equilibrium constant) likely dominates the
polynomial if its Ai,w is not exceptionally low, since the prod-
uct of all Ki is only about 10−8 for the ten species accounted

for in this paper. At Pgas less or equal than a typical value at
the seafloor of dwarf planets (30 MPa), this is enough for the
polynomial to become negative at small X, which guarantees
that equation (A.5) has a single real positive root. (At higher
P & 150 MPa with our choice of species and bulk abundances,
the polynomial is positive for all X > 0 and only has negative
roots: physically, exsolution does not occur.) This root was
found using a combined bisection/Newton-Raphson algorithm.

Knowing X, the molalities and partial pressures of all species
are obtained from equation (A.2):

mi =
Ai,w/Mliq

1 + X/Ki
(A.6)

Pi = mi/Ki (A.7)

Throughout the algorithm, one needs to pay special attention
to the pressure units, because Pi are in bar in equation (5), but
in Pa in equations (6) and (7).
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